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and 
function of the size of A. 
Parallel computations are also considered and for these it is shown that tr(A”) and A” are 
of the same order of di!Iiculty for all ground fields (this holds even if the number of processors 
is polynomially bounded). 
Let A = (Q) be a matrix whose entries are indeterminates over a field k (Later 
on we shall assume that k is infinite.) One important invariant of A is its truce 
which is defined by 
Clearly tr(A) is easy to compute. Here we as the related question: what is the 
comp!@y of computing tr(K”“) given A? We consider this question under 
modelslof computation. The first model is that of strai 
comple%ity measure & this bei the number of aonsca~a 
has its$&gins in a paper. ki [4]. The second model is the 
described by Borodin and unro [Z] with complexity measure bei 
of parallel steps. 
The trace of a matrix is invariant un 
matfix, ) = tr( T-‘AT). 
W(A) = i Ai, 
i= ! i=t 
ose that we are considering matrices over t 
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n it is easily seen that 
follows from Cramer’s rule (A{ is the matrix o ned from A by deleting its ith 
row and jth column). 
2. s t-line 
We begin with some observations about straight-line algorithms. We considkr 
algorithms with a field of scalars k and inputs represented by a set of indeterminates 
x=(x1,-9 x#} over k Let Y be other set of indeterminates over k (not 
necessarily distinct from X). A map G: X + k(Y) is called a subitution. Such a 
map extends uniquely to a homomorphism k[X]+ k(Y). We denote the image of 
p E k[X] by p*. Put 
It is easily seen that k[ X], is a subring of k(X) and a extends to a homomorphism 
k[X], +k( Y) as follows: given r E k[X],, write it as r = p/q with p, q E k[X] and 
q0 f 0. Then r” = p”/qS 
Let & be a straight-line algorithm and suppose that replacing each xi with O(xj) 
does not cause division by 0. Then u is said to be mitdile for J& This process 
gives rise to a new algorithm which we denote by 6 (We prefix & with an optimal 
algorithm for computing XT) Note that if 4 computes R = (rl, . . . rm}, then S’ 
computes R"={ryi... Qm}. Furthermore, L(&@)s L(&)+L(XO). 
we can associate a polynomial P(d k[X] such that u 
&)” # 0. (Roughly spc:~: .ing, So) is the product 
of all denominators which occur in the evaluation of &.) Thus if I, . . . , ~(x,,) 
are algebraically independent over S then c is suitable for J& In particular, if o is 
n by o(xj) = Xi + Qlj where ai E k, for 1 s i s n, then Q is suitable for J& Note 
t such a substitution does not increase camp Suppose SE X and that we 
independently make available to each s E S an e set of special values from 
en there is a substitution X -, k( Y) which is suitable for &, fixes each 
and sends each s E S to one of its reserved special values (see [7, Vol I, 
is infinite, then the values for the elements of S can be 
not increase 
ite. 
Trace inwrimt and mcrttix ifl 
= (b,) be another m 
introduce some notation which will be use hout this section: 
Strassen [6] shows that I(n) and (n) are nondecreasing functions of n. 
2.1. T(n) is nondec ing 
We shall need the followin 
a2.1. Letx, ,..., x,, be indeteminates otm k and put 
wherepiEk[x2,..., x,] for lS%n, 7%en y],... y,, are algebraically independent 
Proof. Suppose P(z,, . . . , z,) is a non-zero polynomial with coefficients from k 
such that P(y,, . . . , yn) = 0. Put 
WI,..., 2”) = ; pi(zz ,...,z”)zi wherePdfO. 
i=O 
Note that if Q(zzr . . . , z,,) is any polynomial of degree e (with coefficients from 
k), then 
Q(Y ~,...,Y~)=Q(;K~,...,x~)+xI=Q’(x,,xz,..=,x~) 
where the degree in x1 of Q’ is strictly less thzn e. (If e = 0, then Q’ = 0.) 
putting ei = deg Pr, we have 
i 
P(YJ,*-•, yn)= i ue*, PI . . . ,x~)+x;=‘P:(x,,xz,. . .,x*)) x*+x, 
( > 
. 
i=O 
Thus the coefficient of the highest power ef x1 is Pd(x2, . . . , x,). Since the whole 
expression is 0, it follows that Pd (x2, . . . , xpI) = 0. This is a contradiction since 
E&2, g l g 9 z,)+O. CJ 
rem 2.2. T(n) is nondecreasing. 
like to employ the substitution which transforms 
Unfortunately, there is no 
we “patch up” the process by replacin 
chosen values which cost nothing to co 
and the observations m 
2 that there are seal Oltr ai,, QtjE 5 where Qll f 
the substitution a given by 
1 #I+1 
~ll-Qtll-- c *,r*r, 3 
a,, r=2 
where 2~ ij G n + 1, is suitable for 
qpqjIltii, 
Thus computes tr(Y”) where 
C=(lY 21,-99, ~,+l,l)‘i; R = (4312,. . .s q,m+,), x, = 0~2, l . . +,+,I ad A = X: l Now 
JyJ=lod’ :~=~(_c’,.,, ;)(: :)(; -R;*l,)l 
I 
Qll 0 
= 
I 
= ~lll~l 
where 
Let Ci be C with ail removed for 2 s i s n + 1. Define Ri similarly. Then, for 
2SiGn+l 9 
WI 1 i= all -“liaill~ll Ri -“liWall 1 i 
=j”d: $1-1 
A i-l i-l I I QliQillQll ~lixS/all 
-- 
C’ A i-l iIi;L (-l)‘+‘**il Y:(/all l i-l I 
-1 = 1 +a11 
1 
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xlc+xU+aclcuy/aIl for2sijsn+L 
This completes the proof. 0 
‘) can 
tion 
2.2. ?%e main result 
We shall need the following result due to Baut and Strassen [l]. 
2.3. Let X=(x1,..., x,,} be a set of indeterminates over k en, for all 
f E wo, 
L xs,...,s 
( ) 
d3L(f). 
1 n 
2.4. Let A, B be (n x n)-matrices of indet 
invertible (n x n)-matrix of scalars. 7Ren L(AB) = 
tes over k and let S be an 
Proof. Strassen [6] shows that division cannot reduce the complexity of computing 
quadratic forms. Since matrix multiplication is a bilinear problem, it follows that 
we can work with algorithms which do not use division. All substitutions are suitable 
for these algorithms. If such an algorithm computes AB, then w can replace the 
entries from A by the corresponding entries from SA to obtin an 
computing SAB. The complexity does not inaease since each entry of 
form in the entries of A. Thus L( SAD) 6 L(AB). The reverse inequality follows 
from the fact that AB = S-‘(SAB). 0 
(n) =O(T(n)). 
Let X = (x,) be a (4n x 4n)-matrix OQ distinct indetexminates over k. Let & 
be an optimal straight-line algorithm which c;e 
(n x n)-matrices of distinct indeterminates over 
A = 
and note that 
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Let S = (So) be a 4 x 4 nonsingular block matrix where each Sii is an (n x +-matrix 
of scalars. Let S-’ = (Tj)whereeachTjisan(nxn)- 
of S are chosen so that (1) S is nonsingular; (2) T1, is 
then the substitution given by u(xq-) = wG for 1 s i, js 
to see that this can be done, recall that, by Cramer’s rule, 
S -1 =i ((-l,'*'lSjl) 
Consider the entries of S to be new indete inates yti and put 
P(Y l?,-**,Y4~4A 
It suffices to show that there are scalar entries sii for S such that 
P(% Y l l l 3 sl&4d # 0 
and this will foll immediately provided we show that p(y,, , . . . , ydr24n) # 0. It is 
clear that ISI 1 T,,I f 0 and so we need only show that Pi # 0. We prove this by 
showing &hat he entries of AS are algebraically independent (over k). The first 
block column of AS is 
S 41 
s31+ CS4l 
s2, + BSJ, 
oreover, the Sil, for 1 G i ~4, do not appear in any other block column of AS. 
Similar observations apply to the other block columns AS. It is now easy to see that 
the entries of AS are algebraically independent, as desired.’ 
We now have 
T,, T2 T,3 7i4 
T21 T22 T23 T24 
T,l 2 T,3 &a 
T41 T42 T43 %4 
ABC AB -A I 
BC -B I 0 
-c IO0 
I 0 00 
C- T,,C+ T,,) 
et 
+tr( + T23)+tr(-T3,A+ T32)+tr(T41). 
= a.. ( 1 ‘I ’ = Cr,>, T,3 = (~~1 C=(Q) for Wi,jG 
=- -1 1 1 +ljj+yij)Cjj+ W 
Trace inuariaoat and nratbrix in 
ere w does not involve any cij. 
Since the lU are linear forms in the entries of and the y0 are constants, we h 
L(u,ll~~j~n)=L(uU+l,i+yi~l~~j~n) 
e3L(t) by Theorem 2.3. 
Thus 
M(n) = L( T,, AB) by Lemma 2.4 
s3T(4n). 
By [6], M(n) is nondecreasing and T(n) is also nondecreasing by Theorem 2.2. 
Thus, for n a 4, 
M(n)e M(4[inl)s M(8[$nJ)a83M( [in]) 
<3x83T(4[$nj)s3x83T(n!. 0 
We can improve the relation between T(n) as follows. 
M(4n)H2M(n) and it is easily seen that M(n+ n)+(3n2+3n+l). Thus 
M(n)s M(4[$n])s7* ([in])s7*M([$j +l) 
~72M(l~nJ)+72(3[$n]2+3[~nJ +l) 
<3x72T(n)+72(3[$nj2+31in] +l) 
= 147T(n)+O(n’). 
ry 2.6. V~E)O s.t. M(2n)>(2+&) (n), then T(n)Z=I(n). 
Clearly T(n) = 0( I(n)). Strassen [S, 61 shows that 
1(2”)~2”+3 f 2’ (2”“) for all nz 20. 
i-l 
From this and the fact that I(n) is nondecreasing it follows that, un 
of the corollary, I(n) = 0( us, bY 
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and from this it follows that -3 tr(X-‘)/ao, is 
L(X-*) s 3L(tr(X-‘)) = 3 T(3n) 
from the above al Thus we now have 
where are as above. Since 
(n)sddT(3n). By [3], M(3n)s23M(n) and so, for all na3, 
(3r$n])sUM([$nl)s23M([#nJ+l) 
( [#nj)+23(3[$nJ2+3[$nj +I) 
d23xQdT(n)+23(3[$]‘+31$] +l) 
<828T(n)+O(n*). 
e only disadvantage of this proof is that the constant 23 x 6d is much larger 
than the constant I47 of the longer proof given above. 
we adopt is the one described by Borosin and Munro 
[2] with complexity measure bein the number of parallel steps (of any hind). The 
obse~ations of itutions also apply to parallel algorithms. In 
this section k can be a be as above and define PI(n) and PT(n) to 
be -’ and tr(A”) respectively. 
riant and matrix in 
(n)=O( 
r to row s, whe 
cannot cause a 
us, to compute lA{l/lAl for i j, we simply corn then 
E = (-I)‘-‘(tr(A-‘) - tir). 
In order to compute lA:l/lAl for 1 G is n, let B be the matrix obtained from 
by placing its first column last 
( 
412 013 l l . %I %l 
B= a:2 aj23 l ‘O a?n a?1 
. . . . 
. . . . 
an2 a,3 ’ l l arm %I 
Then 
lAfl = { 1”-;1\“ls!_ll 
ifi=l 
if i # 11 
Thus, to compute lA:l/lAl for 1 s is n, we can use essentially the above algorithm 
with B in place of A. 
The algorithms for computing the lA{l/lAl are independent and so they can be 
run in parallel. Moreover the run time is O(FT(n)). El 
The result holds even if the number of processors i  polynomially bounded. 
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